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We examined all available recordings of the
remor away from volcanoes (1), termed
nonvolcanic tremor, reflects a fault slip re- Denali earthquake waves from seismic stations in
gime different than that of earthquakes. California. We identified triggered nonvolcanic
Relative to radiation from earthquakes, tremor sig- tremor as high frequency (about 3 to 15 Hz), nonnals have longer durations, have fewer or no abrupt impulsive seismic energy that pulses with the period
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Map
of
the
locations
of tremor sources [stars (5)], stations that recorded
pace and amount of
signals
from
each
tremor
source
(triangles color coded to the respective sources,
slip are much smaller
than those during earth- see legend), stations that showed no tremor (dark blue triangles), and major faults
(black lines). (Insets) Examples of the tremor signals associated with four regions
quakes that rupture comwhere single tremor sources are identified. The Denali surface waves have been
parably sized fault areas,
filtered out to highlight the tremor (black seismograms), and colored traces show
and thus these slow the transverse component of the surface waves from Denali at one unfiltered
events radiate less seis- broadband station in each region, noting that the amplitudes on the radial and
mic energy. The phys- vertical components do not differ significantly. Depending on the tremor site, we
ical relation between the observed tremor triggering by both Love and Rayleigh waves. The last large bursts
slow slip and tremor in the Hemet and Napa Valley signals are characteristic of nearby earthquakes.
generation remains spec- Each seismogram has been scaled to make the tremor easily identifiable, times are
ulative. Recent studies referenced to the Denali earthquake origin time, and recording stations are labeled.
in subduction zones
have identified short bursts of tremor with the same of the passing surface waves. This energy is not
measurable characteristics as those associated with associated with nearby earthquakes or with the
slow slip, but triggered by the strong shaking of Denali earthquake itself. We identified tremor from
distant earthquakes (4). Because nonvolcanic tremor seven sources that we located by using tremor enis preferentially observed in subduction zones, velopes as input to a grid-search algorithm (5).
nearly all causative mechanisms proposed appeal These locations range from the desert southeast of
to conditions expected in them. We show that the Los Angeles to Napa Valley in the north (Fig. 1).
Although the observed tremor bursts span a
conditions required for its generation must exist in a
wider variety of tectonic environments by present- large transect of California, five sources locate close
ing observations of nonvolcanic tremor at seven to or on dominant strike-slip faults: the San Andreas,
sites along the transform plate boundary in Cali- the San Jacinto, and the Calaveras faults. The Simi
fornia triggered by the 2002 7.8 moment mag- Valley and Napa Valley sources are likely on more
minor faults. Some models of tremor associated
nitude Denali Fault, Alaska, earthquake.
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Widespread Triggering of
Nonvolcanic Tremor in California

with slow aseismic slip in subduction zones invoke
frictional behaviors expected in regions transitional
between where the fault is locked and earthquakes
occur and where it is slipping freely below (6). Such
transition zones also must exist at shallow depths
both below the top few km of fault segments
known to creep continuously and laterally between
locked segments and those that creep for most or all
of their depth. The distribution of these various behaviors is known for most faults in California.
However, we find no clear correlation between
where the faults are creeping, locked, or transitional and where tremor occurs.
Many studies have speculated that aseismic slip
and tremor are related to the release of fluids from
dehydration of the subducting plate (1). Given this
expected correlation between fluids and nonvolcanic tremor, we examined the data from stations
close to the Coso and Geysers geothermal fields.
We identified signals of many triggered earthquakes,
but no tremor was apparent. These findings agree
with previous work on triggered earthquakes at
these sites and at the hydrothermal regions in Long
Valley Caldera and Mammoth Mountain (7). The
lack of triggered tremor in these geothermal regions implies that high fluid pressure and/or temperatures, although they may be necessary, are not
alone sufficient to produce tremor.
In interpreting our results, it is important to note
where we found triggered tremor as well as where
we did not. The paucity of triggered tremor in hydrothermal regions and its lack of correlation with
local, ambient slip behavior suggest that very specific conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, fluid
content, and frictional properties) control where
tremor and earthquakes occur. The wide geographic
extent of the triggered tremor indicates that it is
more common than previously recognized and that
the necessary conditions exist in a wide range of
tectonic environments.
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